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45TH Co ..mREss, }

Ex.Doc.
{ No. 65.

SENATE.

3d Session.

LETTER
FROM

THE SECRETARY OF WAR,
TRANSMITTING

.A communication from the commanding general, IJepa_rtment of the Mi~-

souri, inclosing a report of C. A. H. McCauley, Third Cavalry, of his
explorations in and about Pagosa Springs, Colorado.

FEBRUARY

12, 1879.-Referred to the Committee on Public Lands and ordered to be
printed.
,

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Washington City, February 11, 1879..
The Secretary of War has the honor to transmit to the United States
Senate communication from the commanding general, Department of the
Missouri, inclosing report of Lieut. 0. A.H. McCauley, Third Cavalry,
dated January 27, 1879, of his explorations in and about Pagosa Springs, .
Colorado.
The report containing much that is valuable and interesting, it is
recommended that the same be printed.
G. W. MCCRARY,
Secretary of War.
T4e PRESIDENT of the United States Senate.

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI, .

Fort Leavenworth, Kans., January 27, 1879.
GENERAL: I have the honor to forward herewith the report of Lieut.
C. A. H. McCauley of his exploration in and about Pagosa Springs,
Colorado.
You will :find it a careful account of the physical and mineral character
of that region, and especially of the remarkable hot springs. It also
contains a description and views as well as plans of the cantonment established for the protection of Southwestern Colorado, and of the communications with the railroad. The proposed site. for the consolidated
agency for the Utes is about twenty Il\iles south of the cantonment, on
the Navajo River.
As this report is very valuable from the care devoted to it. the fullness of its details, and its entire reliability, I would be glad i{ it can be
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publi h d eith r by the War Department or Congress, and ome copi .
nt to th· deparlm nt. I am sure you will find it of interest and value.
I am, general, very re pectfully, your obedient ervant,
JNO. POPE,
Brevet .1.l fajor-General, U. S. A., Commanding.
Lieut. Gen. P.H. SHERIDAN,
Chicago, Ill.
[First indorsement.)
HEADQUARTERS :M:ILIT.ARY DIYISION OF THE MISSOURI,

Chicago, February 3, 1879.
Respectfully forwarded to the .Adjutant-Gener~! of the .Army.
P. H. SHERIDAN,
Lieutenant-General Commanding.
[Second indorsement.)
.ADJUTANT-GENERA.L'S OFFICE,

Washington, February 6, 1879.
Re ·pectfully submitted to the Secretary of War, asking attention to
General Pope' recommendation as to printing the report.
E. D. TOWNSEND,
Adjutant-General.

•

NOTES ON PAGOSA SPRINGS, COLORADO.
By Lieutenant McCAULEY, THIRD CAVALRY,
.Assistant Engineer, Department Missouri.
DECEMllER,

-J

1878.

SITUATION, ETC.

Beautifully located in the finest part of the valley of the ·San Juan
River, below its rugged mountain course, an_d just above its enteri~g _an
inaccessible canon of Cretaceous sandstone, 1s the great natural cur10s1ty
known as Pagosa Springe.
· The main continental divide is to the north and east, approximating
the arc of a circle, with Pagosa as its center. From this location, therefore, and its open situation in the river valley, its position assumes a
strategic importance. A spur from the Snowy Range, or Great Divide,
separating the waters of the San Juan and Piedra tributaries, passes
to the southwest, terminating in Pagosa Peak, 12,670 feet-a clearlydefined pyramid from foe south, and the most prominent point in
the land.scape approaching the springs, surmounting like a churchspire the lower adjacent mountains. (See Fig. 3.) Its longitude (approximate) is 107° west and latitude (approximate) 37° 15' north,
it being ::ilso about four miles aboye the northeast corner of the
Southern Ute Reservation, lying on the same meridian as its eastern boundary, and 19 miles north of the line of New Mexico. Its
altitude is about 7,100 f~e.t, or over 800 feet lower than Fort Garland, to which it is far preferable as a site for a military post.
The river is here a clear and beautiful ~rout stream, with a fall of probably 50 feet per mile. It lies on the shortest line of communic~tion from
the East to the lower San Juan country, or the Pacific watershed, for
whose waters in this region the stream of this name, signifying the River
of Saint John, is the great receptacle. The wagon-road from Tierra
Amarilla, N. Mex., to the Animas region passes by the ·springs, and,
while a shorter route is obtainable, it is the one chiefly traveled, since it
alone abounds in wood, water, and grass. Las Nutritas, the principal
village of Tierra Amarilla, is to the southeast, about 57 miles, the Blanco,
Navajo, and Chama Rivers beiug ·crossed on the way; while to the west
Animas City and the park is 56½ miles distant, the Nutria, Piedra, Pinos,
amt Florida being passed en route. This wagon-road is on the route
mainly of the Old Spanish trail, the' great highway in olden times, leading from New Mexico to the Animas.
THE INDIAN W A'.I.'ERING-PLACE.

Aside from this, the springs must have always been to the aboriginal
inhabitants a place of great resort, attracted by its wonderful healing
properties, since Indian trails from all directions con-verge thereto, all
deeply worn, doubtless in the various pilgrimages made by numerous
bands alld families.
An old Indian trail, now indistinct from desuetude, passes northeast
up the San Juan River over the range and down the South Fork, reaching the Rio Grande by the shortest route, 49 mi:les distant, at a point 16
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routes used also by the tribes in their migrations from the South to tb~
Gunnison, Uncompahgre (properly Un-ca-pah-gre), Grand and White
Rivers and out-lJ'ing regions to the north.
.All the Ute Indians, particularly the VVeeminuche and Muache bands,
are not the least superstitions of their kind and have always regarded
the Springs with feelings akin to adoration, conceiving them to be the
creation of the Great Spirit for the cure of the sick of all tribes, howsoever afflicted. Different families, µands, and tribes would at this point
assemble, and _the pipe of peace is said to have here had an unusual supremacy.
.
To the main spring, from the boiling appearance of its center, the
Utes gave the name Pah-gosa (pah signifying water, and gosa boiling),
which nathe, with corrupted orthography, it still retains.
What has evoked in the untutored savage a feeling of awe has called
forth from the whites wonder and· admiration, and at no distant day it
is destined to be a great resort and to play no mean part in the sanatory
economy of Colorado.
Wrested from its hereditary possessors by perjury, misrepresentatiou,
or fraud, in the Brunot convention or treaty with the Utes in 1873 for
the cession or purchase of what is known as the Sau J.uan region, the
location of the springs was subsequently claimed by various squatters,
as agricultural land, omitting the springs on their plat prepared for file
and record. To doubly hold the place it was entered by a confederate
as a mill-site, and lest this too should be inrnlidated, the ground was
taken up as a placer claim. To legal~y establish the latter, at a convenient
point to the Springs, the ground was duly "salted,'' in the most approved
manner, by firing gold-dust from a shot-gun into the earth, after whicli,
in the presence of a .witness, a pan of t,he earth was washed and "color"
found by the merest accident. The last and strongest claim, and still
in litigation, was the placing of Valentine scrip upon some forty acres
of land including the most valuable springs .
.As an offset to the various claims, the President directed that the
place be reserved as a town site; and in May, 1877, a square mi1e, in,
cluding the spridgs, was duly reserved by Executive proclarnati-0:n.
The various squatters have encountered bitter opposition from tlie
Indians; the fatter threatening, and burning their cabins. To the monopoly of the waters by any one they will never be reconciled.~ During
the past month, at the grand council held by the Ute commission with
the Weeminuche, Capote, Muache, &c., ba11ds of Utes, t,h ey iuformed
the cliairman, General Ed ward Batch, U. S . .A., that they had, Teamed
of the claim upon the springs by Val en tine scrip, and that their united
wish was for the Tatci Gra-nde or Great Father in Washington to retain
possession of the place, so that all persons, whether ,whites or Indians,
might visit it, and when sick come there and be healed, firmly belieYing its waters to be a panacea for all diseases or affiie-tions.
TOPOGRAPHY.

The immediate locality of the principal spri111gs is npon the east sid:e
of the river in a contracted valley or park, about three-fourths of a mile
abov-e the bridge-crossing of the river by tlie road t0 Animas. The main
spring, by many considered to be tp.e only actual or indiYidual one-all
others being subsidiary thereto:-togethe:r w_ith a numb.er (i)f others,. including outletR and principa,l openings may, for convenience, be termed
the group of hot springs, aU of which-nineteen in number-have a tern:
perature above blood-heat. They lie in the angle made by a sharp bend
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ri rand upon jt left bank ( ee Fig. 1). Upon the oppo ite ·i l .
than tbr -fourth mile di tant and nearly south from the main
on , i, a gr up of cold one , tbr e in number, upon a small bench aboYe
an l adja · n to th river, all of a temperate degree.
L
than balf a mile down the river,a small creek from the east flow,·
into th, an Juan ( eeFig.1), which tributary has been named Ojo Frio
from th numb r of cold springs at various points along its banks.
ear
it month i , a mall open area, below wbich sharp mesas and masse of
v rtical rock of Cretaceous age-all with timbered summits-clo e in
upon the riYer, forming a cafion, which is inaccessible, or has not been
xplored by any one a far as known.
boYe the mouth of the creek a line of short rolling hills runs
nearly Jue north, with increasing steepness above, their height several
burnlred feet, heavily wooded, with pine upon the higher slopes. The e
with. rolling hills upon the west side, some with sharp escarpments advancing to the stream itself (see Figs. 1 and 2), limit and contract the
valley of the river in thjs jmmediate vicinity to an area of a few hundred acre .
p the river, beyond and east of the range of steepest hills, embraced
between the an Juan and Ojo Frio Creek, is a large and gently out,'preading valley on a bench above the river, finely grassed, with an area
of everal thousan<l. aci-es, all of which can be easily irrigated.
1 ,·

BOT.A.NY, ETC,

Timber is abundant, being chiefly cottonwood (Populus monilifera),
limited of conr e to the river-bottom, and the great pine of the Pacific
lop ( I'inu ponderosa), abnndant upon nearly all the hills. Of its lesser
,, g- tation, on tituting the usual underbrush along the larger rivers of
that e -ti n, a· alder, willow, &c., a border of wild currants was observed
alon o· th do·e of the gi-eat sloping deposit of calcium carbonate or carb nate of lim , we t of Spring 17, Figs. 1 and 4. They furnishe<l. an
ao-1' ~ able ac e ion to our table when there encamped during a reconnai. ·au in 1 77. It ' flowering botany is the usual one indigenou to
the altitud and outbern trend of the mountain slopes; with some acce •
:ion. clue to pl'oximity to the heated waters. The plant observed in
larg t number was the delicate and beautiful blue flower, commonly
:.1ll d the .Am rican flax (Linum perenne), which, thickly clustering with
, l ml r waving, talk , covered the angle between the hills and the river
north of the main pring in July, 1877.
Of the Cacti, th variety of Mammillaria viv-ipara, with its rose-colored
fl w r alon abounded about the springs, the only other , variety being
n of th w 11-known "prickly pear" ( Opuntia Missouriensis), a slender
.talk of whi h hun o- over one of the cavernous openings, as if to ab orb
all of it· warm a c nuing vapor.
Th Wet ·i,; f the ri l' abound in several varieties of the speckled
tr nt ( 'almo fontinalis), which may be taken at Pagosa of largest ize in
th fall. In July and August they are very abundant in the narrow
•afion f tll ri)T r ome 12 'mile above .
. ~ 'p ·im n. oJ th r arietie of exi ting fish, popularly called "'whit ·
ti.'h' and ' ·uck .'·, . tak _u from 12 to 20 inches in length, were pr ·
,'< r~· ' and.· n. far Hl ntlfication to Professor Baird, secretary mith.·om_an_ In · 1tut1 n., ~md pr sident of .the National Fishery Commis ion.
1 mt rm 1 m la. .. ·pring thn,t one of .the former species resembled in
:om re.,p ·t_.· tb. Gile~ ~r nt 'belonging to the famil,y of the Oyprinid<r.
1 1 w nl<l "LY ln; .lle,· 'on chufoo· the fall. No answer has as yet b~ n
<1.
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PAGOSA SPRINGS,
COLOR.b..DO,
SUOWl~G LOCATION OF

Camp Lewis, The New Cantonment, Hot
and Cold Springs, &c., &c.
DRAWN llY

Lieut. McCauley, Third Cavalry,
.Ass't Eng'r Dept. ]fissouri.
DllCEMBER, 1878.
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GEOLOGY,

The formation of the vicinity is that of the great area to the south
and west-sedimentary rock of Cretaceous age. The youngest of this
s~ries, called the Upper Cretaceous, locally forms the Continental Divide, and gives a series of table lands south of the West Fork of the
Chama, where the eruptive rock, terminating in what is called the Chama
Peak (its altitude 12_,250), leaves a depression of nearly 4,000 feet-a
very low pass, used in the Navajo "cut-off" _from the east to Pagosa.
Blocks of yellow sandstone, :fine grained and beautiful, belonging to the
Upper -Series, line the wagon-road from Tierra Amarilla through the
canon or pass over the Continental Divide.
. At the crossing of the Rio Blanco a noteworthy feature is remarked
111 the obtrusion from the river bank on the left (south side) of a great
dike of hornblendic trap. It is mentioned, on account of "high vertical
walls," which may be the same formation, having been reported by one
of the Wheeler survey as observed below the Navajo River to the south,
and also because I observed in July, 1877, what was probably a portion
ot· the same dike on the upper part of Ojo Frio Creek, east of the
springs, :finding its direction to be north 18° east, and south 18° west
(magnetic).
At Pagosa, owing to the descent made from the Continental Divide,
the oldest rocks of the Cretaceous are reached, and below Ojo Frio
Creek, in the canon of the San Juan, are exposed sandstones, with their
sides nearly vertical, over 400 feet in thickness, adjudged the Lower or
first series of the Cretaceous formation.
·
West of the main spring the erosion by the riYer of the bordering
"slate hills 11 has exposed in steep escarpments the dark-blue, apparently
black shales, belonging to the Middle Cretaceous series, which, of later
origin, rests upon the Lower Series, and is the one prolific of fossils.
They are abundant about the springs, num hers being collected there in
August, 1877; those most frequently found being Ostrea and various
species of Inocerami-the latter plentiful.
The black "slate hills'' offer, in the summer particularly, a violent
contrast to the great white carbonate deposit or plain upon the opposite
bank of the river, and constitute a prominent local feature of the landscape. Upon the north end of the steep hills, east of the Springs, the
river has also eroded and laid bare similar strata of ·the Cretaceous
shales.
The geological age of the Springs is very great, being doubtless older
than the river. It is believed by a distinguished geologist* to be with- ..
out doubt the seat of an ancient volcano, from whose crater now issues
the main spring.
·
In its earlier existence, the mass of rising water had only a surface
outlet, pouring forth over the sides of the orifice. The hot waters containing large.quantities of mineral matter in solution, and solubility being a function of and increasing with temperature, the deposition was
necessarily greatest at the edge of the springs, decreasing with an increased flow. The incrustation of mineral therefore extended over the
surface in thin sheets or laminm, hardening by atmospheric exposure,
forming a great deposit, mound or plain, mainly of calcium carbonate and
sodium sulphate (Fjgs. 1 and 4), of greatest thickness near the spring,
giving a crater-rim (see Fig. 5), and decreasing, as will be seen, toward .
the river to the west.
* Dr. J. S. ewbcrry.-Explorations in New Mexico, Colorado, Utah, and '·Arizona,
under Captain (now Colonel) Macomb, U.S. Engineers, 1859-'60.
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Headquarters Company D, Ninth Cavalry. The new buildings and Pagosa Peak, from the opposite bank of the San Juan (B, Fig. 1). Drawn by Lieutenant
McCauley, Third Cavalry, assistant engineer, Department Misso1ui. December 1, 1878.
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hj f rroation, who e exact thickness i un~nown, _e
ntiall
<rr wtb n c itated a vast and unknown period of tun
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Fir;. 4.-Sketch showing group of Rot Sp1}ngs, consisting of tho h1_ain @cl 1:1ubiil.di~ry spritlg~. r,ut,
lc•ts, &c., at Pagosa, Colorado. Drawn by Lieutenant McCauley, Thu·cl Cavalry, assistant engmetr,
D •pai-tm nt Mil!souri, December, 1878.
·

Th river, in assuming its present channel, cut through the depo. it.
fim ing west and south, and, skirting the plain, separated that on the
w t side from the main portion (Figs. 1, 3, 4, and 6). Accretion from
the main pring discontinuing, being isolated and subject to ero iou
(.
ig. 6), it is still about 20 feet thick upon the west side, where it i.
b ing con tautly undermined. While the calcareous rock is vi ibl
alon at thi point (a, Fig. 6), it doubtless is of very considerable extent
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to the north and west, being covered and hidden by _pebbly drif~ of the
river or detritus from the hills above. No rock of tlus nature exists, or,
rather, is visible in the river
bed, having long since been
replaced by sand and gravel.
An examination of the topographical sketch (Fig. 1) will
show the extent of this bench
or level upon the western side.
The great mound or gentle
knoll upon the opposite bauk,
with a downward slope from
the main spring in all directions (Figs. 4 and 5), has an
area of about 40 acres, clifflike edges, caused by erosion,
bordering the river. It has a
lesser height than the exposed portion on the western
side, indicative of the greater
erosion it has suffered from
the river or other agents. At
the point, 9, Fig. 4, the cliff is
15 feet above the river's level;
at the point 10, same :figure,
a.bout 10 feet, decreasing in
height to the west. The river
is constantly making inroads
upon the edg·es of the plain
and undermining it at various
points. At one place (E, Ii'ig.
4) this has caused a . b uge
cre,ice of considerable extent
along the bank, as shown in
Fig. 7. It has long since
ceased to increase in height,
save from vapory deposition;
the channel cut by the river presented a shorter exit;
the hot waters percolating the honey-combed rock
finally offered another _passage, and the waters possessing a subterranean outlet the height of the upper part
of the knoll is not at present being augmented.
About the main spring the mass of sta.lagmitic rock
is honey-combed and cavernous, especially on the north
towards the river bank. In this vicinity so many openings exist-now mere shells and again of considerable
size, almost hidden by tufts of grasses growing between-that some
little caution must be exercised in passing to and fro. Elsewhere, with
one exception, the general surface is solid and will bear the weight of
horse and rider, although a hollow sound is heard in passing over it.
The exceptioual area is of a swampy nature and several acres in extent,
slightly east of soutn from the main spring (see Fig. 4), and :filled with
a, rank growth of sedges, rushes, and other plants indigenous to wet
ground. Calcareous deposition is here rapidly in progress. This area
will eventually be a portion of the solid knoll and the swamp be a thing
of the past.
.
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Fm. 7.-Section showing crevice in the Great Mound at E, Fig. 4, showing erosion
and inroads of the river.

No.1.
Thi j the Main Hot Spring (No. 1, Fig. 4), and is said to be the large. t
th rmal 'pring and possessing the highest temperature of any in th
nited State .
The crater is an irregular depression a,p proximating a pear-shape (Fill',
), and i about 69 fe.et long by 45 wide-the depth of the waters beinO'
nnknown-many and varied attempts to solve the mystery having been
unsuccessful. It cannot well be positively a certained, owing to the honey-combed rock arnl
stalagmitic mas_ses beneath the surface, ob tructing the way. Columns of bubbles rise con tautly
everywhere over the surface, the water's appearance resembling on a huge scale a freshly decanted glass of extra dry Mnmm.
The great basin is subdiviJed (see Fig. 9).
the partition, as will be seen, being capped hr
..t projecting cone of sulphur, from which pmt.
and puffs a tiny jet of water. Thh, may be obHerved at b, Fig. 9. Near the center a fnriou
boiling appearance is presented, from whfoh circumstance did the Indians baptize it "Pah-go a...
The popular i<lea exists that here the water
, I•'!o. s.-Plan o~ the Grnat Hot possess a boiling temperature, which at thi altic?o1~~fd~: 0~. \ ;1ft !~1\~tff:: tude, as nearly as memory serves me, is le than
hol ; b, pro,jrctinrr. one of ~uf- 1990 F. (920.8 0.).
:r.~re~--~weat--bole, W1 t beacapmg
It is, however, erroneous; the ebullition i.
.
wholly gaseous, at point~ within an area of 1~
f t quare ma es of soft, pulpy matter floating at the edge . Th
wat r ri e highly cha.rged with hydrogen monosulphi<le and carbon
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di?xide, or sulphureted hyurogen and carbonic acid gases. They ?onta1n in solution calcium, odium and magnesium carbonates, sodmm
and potassium sulphates, and sodium chlorjde, the largest mineral constituent being the sodium sula
a
:phate. It is also possible that ~ \
h ~c
I
1n this-more pro_bable in some
.I
\I~---.<[r-: 11 1 I -1 • ' ~
others of the sprmgs-a small
l1F--=\·· /:1(. c
proportion of the ferrous car\ ./ ' '
bonate will be found to Obtain. FIG. 9.-Section on. the line A B,. Fig._ 8, sbowin~ le:vel
Spring No. 1: a, nm of crat,er of sprmg; b, pro,1ectmg
Some Of the deposl.tl·ons are of
cone of sulphur; c, bathing and sweat hole at edge of
indicative thereof, but a spring.
thorough analysis will alone decide the question.
•
.Around the eastern edge of t,he water (see Fig. 8), are a number of
holes or cavities in the honey-combed rock, which, in their laudable ambition, have served the Red-men as bathing-houses. Those marked a
(Fig. 8) are circular and separated from the main spring by a partition,
rising almost to the surface (c, Fig. 9). With mud or sod, the water is
dammed and allowed to cool in these holes to a temperature sufficiently
low for use. That at the southern end of the spring (marked c, Fig. 8)"
is a point of escape for hot vapor, and has been used as a "sweat-hole,"
the Indians crouching within and covering themselves with a blanket
above, exemplifying the Turkish bath of the untutored savage, enjoyed
without expense.
A popular idea exists that the main spring at Pagosa is the outlet of
streams of various thermal waters, with iliftering constituents, which
meet at this point; another impression prevails that all other springs or
outlets in the vicinity are but the exits of portions of the main spring.
Both theories are doubtless erroneou_s, in part at least. This will be thoroughly decided by the qualitative and quantitative analyses of the various
waters which are to be made by Dr. Charles Smart, assistant surgeon,
United States Army, who has kindly promised his time and labor gratis.
The t~mperature of the spring, including the center, was found to be
141° F. (60°.6 0.), that of the river being 40° F. (40.4 0.), and the highest of the air (shade) 49° F. (9°.4 0.). This was found to be the general
temperature resulting from frequent and careful observations during six
days in December. The greatest diurnal variation (0°.5 F.) was the
minimum temperature December 5, 10 a. m., 140°.5 F. (60°.3 0.), that of
the air (shade) being 33° F. (0°.6 0.).
The same thermometer-manufactured b;r Taylor Brothers, Rochester, N. Y., range -40° to 240° F.-was used without breakage in obtaining the temperatures of all the springs. On returning to this point (Fort
Garland, Oolo.)-ne:i.rl.v 900 feet greater altitude-it was carefully compared with the standard at the post hospital, issued from the SurgeonGeneral's Office, Washington, D. 0., maker Charles Wilder, Peterboro',
N. Y., range-35° to 125° F. The former was found to record in a
range of 0° to 20° F., a lower temperature by about 10,5 F.
Another impression prevails that the waters have both a, seasonal and
diurnal variation, the level of the spring being a functjon of the rise
and fall of the river, which, like every mountain-stream flowing from
the Snowy Range, is highest in the spring, mainly in June. Of the
former variation of course nothing is known ; as to the latter it was
found to be inconsiderable. During the morning, 10 a. m. temperature
air 33° F. (shade), and evening, 4.30 p. m., air 31° F. (sun below horizon), it was found to be from fa to! inch higher than at 1.30 p. m., when
the temperaturp, of the spring was 141° F. and the air (shade) 490 F.
The vapor of the spring, or ascending "steam," as it is popularly called.
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of • ur. not vi ible on a July or ngu t midday. Dnrin,, .
morn in o· or "' ning, how ver, and in winter, th column i. · v •r. · di ·tiI
b k t ·h (Fio·. 10) made from the oppo ite river-bank r pr .· ntin, i
wh nth t mperature of the air was 10° F.
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The outflow of this, pring is subterranean; its course to the river on
th north will be een by an examination of Figure 4. The honey. mb <l natur of the plain or mound is here very decided-there b inglaro- numbers of openings on the line, man.v emitting vapor, wher rapicl
£ rmati n~ of talagmite and ~talactite are in progre .
t thr
1 int. uucl r the. cliff exit occurs-Nos. 9, 9~, and 10, Fig. 4, to b m nti n din detail hereafter; of these the most western conveys the lar ·r
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volume of water to the river, no measurement of which was made. The
temperature at the various exits was 127° F. (52° 8 0.).
The beds of all outlets of the various springs and openings are coated
with mineral matter, deposited in the water's rapid flow, largely sulphur
from decomposing hydrogen sulphide. The formation, however, of the
matter of the great plain may be best observed in its various stages in
springs 1, 11, 12, &c., of which the main spring is best adapted to the
purpose.
·
The little vessels constituting the bubbles are of gaseous interior-the
outside of mineral constituent. Rapidly rising and bursting at the surface, the tiny pellicles are wafted by the great agitation at the center of
the spring towards its edges. The disruption of the bubbles, immediate
in the center, is slightly delayed at the sides and edges where the surface
is more tranquil, allowing there a greater deposition. Accretions occur ;
a thin scum appears.
With accessions from below and _its sides a mass is formed, constantly
growing broader and thicker-a thick, pulpy mass of spongy consistency
floating on the water-breaiking and dropping apart if lifted by hand.
This is, in general, dark brown in color, often with ferruginous tint,
and again of a dull greenish hue. It floats at the edge of the spring
until, with accretions of the calcareous matter and alkaline salts in solu.tion, its specific gravity is so increased that it sinks to the bottom of
the spring, making way for other above. Becoming compact below, it
gradually hardens and becomes a part, eventually, of the solid rock.
That which sinks and rests upon the shelves of stalagmite removed from
the edges-samples being obtained from as near the center as possiblewas found to be of perfectly spongy nature, being perforated with holes
by the ascending gases. In some portions of the spring, bright shining
masses are seen glittering beneath its waters on the shelving bottom ;
these were found to be deposits of sulphur in heavy streaks or films
overlying a dark greenish mass of the consistency of liver, but lacking
the spongy character already referred to.
This general deposit of pulp is everywhere present in all the springs
beneath the water's surface, varying in thickness from one to several
inches, with the size of the stream and velocity, stagnation favoring its
more rapid formation. Wherever the normal condition of the water is
disturbed it will appear, subsequently settling. It is the matter of the
great cliff or mound in its primary stage ; its ultimate condition is the
laminated or honey-combed portion of the huge plain, presenting a dull
gray hue.
Specimens of all kinds were obtained in August, 1877, during the
examination of the springs. Subjected to heat, the bright colors of the
surfaces in general faded and the soft and pulpy masses became shriveled
and hard. This was uuiversally the case with the specimens of the mud
at the outlets, with an overlying crust of reddish-brown or ferruginous
tints and those of attractive greenish hues, none of which are permanent,
removed from the waters.
Various theories are advanced as to the source of the spring. Owing
to the great heat of the water its flow must of necessity be from an
extreme depth; while its large proportion of hydrogen sulphide, or sulphuretted hydrogen, &c., indicates a passage through the Coal Measures
and other rocks of Carboniferous age.
One gallon of the water of this spring was obtained for the analysis
by Dr. Charles Smart, U.S. A.
The following analysis of Pagosa is published in a popular work on
Colorado-the authority therefor not being given. The water is doubt-
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I .- · th t f tl1 main pring, o. 1. The name, of th ch mical
, i u nt a c nlin to the new nom nclature (Fowne ), ar int rpol.
T mp i'atur , 150° F.

Constituent parts in one gallon of water.
'arbonate of soda ( odium Carbonate) ...................•............ _... _.
'arbonato of Litbia (Lithiqm Carbonate) .................................. .
'arbonate of lime ( ()alcium Carbonate) .............•. . .....................
Carbonate of magnesia (Magnesium Carbonate) .......................... _.. :..
'nlphate of pota sa, ( .ormal Potassium Sulphate) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.1
ulphate of Soda ( odium Sulphate) .......•.... -~-- ........................ l:J9. .
.'?-!orid of sodium ( Sodium Chloride) .... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l!.
1hca ..... _................................... _......... _........... _. . . . . .\.
Organic matter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Trac .
'fotal solids ........ ..............•.•.•.••. -• • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 194. !i
,
{ Carb . .A.cid. (Carbon dioxide.)
Ga es.. Hydro. Sul. (Hydrogen monosulphide.)

No. 2.
This i an opening on the north line from the main spring to the river
and about GO feet distant; it is 5 feet square and the water 6 feet below
th surface of the mound. (See Fig. 4.)
The honeycombed surface hereabout may be illustrated by the fact of
there being between this and the rim of the crater some fifteen hole .
from all of which vapor can be seen issuing when the temperatur of
the air i below the freezing point. The largest, about 3½ feet in diamet r and 6 feet deep, is utilized as a "sweat-hole."
To the right (east) of No. 1 (a, Fig. 4), near the rim of the crater, ar
·ome -even more openings or vents, while still farther down the lop
to the northea tare a series of pools (b, Fig·. 4), lukewarm and hot, all
evidently dependent upon the main spring.
The ·talactitic formations on the sides of No. 2 are of whitish-gray hue.
being larcrely odium sulphate; the depositions at its bottom are of a
dark green tint.
·
t 4.15 p. m., December 4, the temperature of the air, in the shade
ing 50° F. (10° C.), in the sun, 540 F. (13°.2 C.), that of this opening wa
13 o F. (58U.9 C).
No. 3.
n opening ( ee Fig. 4) about 10 feet from No. 2, of irregular hap .
about 4 feet long, 1~ wide, a,nd 6 feet below the surface. It temperature wa. 140° F. (60° C.), taken at the same t,i me as that of o. 2. lH
on of thi set of hole (No. 2 or 3) I noticed in August, 1877, the urfac
of the water completely covered with an odd-looking scum, which, on de. · nding into the place, was found to consist wholly of gra hopp .
( Orthoptera). As the aperture was too small for them all to ha e c 11 t d and fallen there, a,n d theywere not plentiful about the openinO', i
i · probable that they came from the main spring. Here, however n
immediate outlet is vi ible, and they would have to be sunken bef01
an cape would be possible.
No. 4.
nder thi i included a series of 5 holes from N.o. 2 di tant 6 fe
e Fi . 4), t h ir aggregate surface being 10 feet .square. The wat r
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wit~lin is 5½ feet below the surface, the depositions on the sides be_ing
white and dull gray in color. Its temperature, taken at the -same time
as No. 3, was two degrees less, or 138° F. (58°J)' O.).
No. 5.
A.n opening to tlte north of No. 4 (see Fig. 4) in size 4 feet in diameter, the water 5 feet below the surface of the mound. Here the largest
and most beautiful specimens of the stalactite formations were obtained
( a,, ~""'ig. 11). Owing to their delicate crystal~, largely of sodium sulphate, they are difficult to remove in their natural condition. The general color of the 8talactites was white, with tinges of a lovely green ; at

•

Fro. 11.-Section and elcvat-iou showin g stalactite and stalaimite formation of calcium carbonate, sodium sulphate, &c. Group Hot Springs, Nos.
5 and 6: a, stalactites of sodium sulphate; /J, bases of stalactites- stratification black; d, stalagmites.

their bases, where altered to solid rock, the lamination was thoroughly
marked with horizontal streaks of a black tinge throughout the strata.
The temperature of the water, taken at the same time as No. 4, was
1360 F. (57°.8 0 .).
No. 6.
This opening adjoining No. 5 on the n.orth (see Fig. 4) is of tlte sam_e
size, sep3:rated by but a small portion of the honeycombed rock. It has
also the same temperature, but does not abound in as beautiful crys- ·
tallizations as the former.
No. 7
issues from the ground, without a chamber, in the nature of a spring
( 'ee Fig. 4), about 45 feet north from No. 6. The aperture is 4 feet
square, and the water taking a surface outlet toward the northwest,
soon disappears, sinking into or being absorbed by the calcareous plain.
The casual observer will at once remark the distinctive character of its
<.le1)osits in comparison with those already mentioned. They are chiefly

S. Ex. 65--2
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No .. 7~.
1.Ping 20 feet distant from No. 7, aml on the line from ~o. 1 to th c-litr.
They are about 1 foot square, with the water 2 feet below the urfaee o
the I)lain. The deposi.ts on the sides are of a white and gray color. Thr
t~rnperatnre taken at the same time as that of . . . o. 7 was 135° F. (,,Ge).,
'.).
No. 8,
in po,·ition, is 30 feet north of No. 7. In August, 1877, this was a ·mall
op "J11llg, similar to .i.: o. 7 in the color, &c., of jts <l.epositiou, . It iH now
entir ly clo. ed up; a dampne. s on the H11rface an<l the <listi11 tiY r d
d1aract ,r ailone remaiu.
No. 0
iH the most eai-;t rn ontlet of the main spring (see Fig. 4-), is uiug forth
Ht' tl1e ba, e of the cliff or edge of the plain, here 15 feet aboYe the wat r·.
]ev 1. Having be n damrne<l for bathing purpose , the water ha' ba ·kf<l
up heino- 10 '£ t wide and 6 inches <l.eep for some distance, the outfl
over th <lam being a little Jess than a foot wille and 2 inches deep. Tbe
<l poRition within the dam itself are a dark velvet green, cov rin('J'
brown nlphnry mud; here arnl there patches of light pale pink app a1.
arnl streamy films of white mc1itter, the latter Frnlphur of decompo~in_
hydrogen . nlphide. The green and pink of lovely hues beneath tll
wat r <li. aJ p ar on contact with the atmosphere.
t the point of exit from tlre cliff', the air in the sl1a<le of the ro k. 1
p. m., l> .ing 47° F., an<l the ri.Yer 40° F., that of the water wa, 1~,° F.
(.5J 0 ., '.). In the bath-house, midway between the exit and the ri, 1.
the mperatur of the water, constantly rnnning, wa,• Jl5° F. (46° ..
A l1a]f' O'allon of thii-; water wa, • obtafoe<l foi· ::1i11alysis by Dr. harl •
'mart a.· i.'tant. nrg on, . S. A.
,Ju.· abow 11 junction of thi:-; ontlet wit.h the river a bridge of it'
('. i.·te<l ar1 r in ]) cember, t]1e only 1iojnt in the yfoiIJity of the ,·prin!!
wh 1·<> th riv~r wa::; frozen across.
~• m <li,'tanc <lown th riv r on thi hank, i,•.·ning from the Jiff an l
hi<lckn from YiPw hy ma 'Hf'H of rork fallen from the e<lge of th plain.
i::11 . a li tl rill,
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No. 9~
( "ee Fig. 4), its width a bout 3 inches, evidently the escape of a yorti?n
of the water diverted from one of the other outlets. Its channel 1s wlnte

with snlphnry deposition.
No. 10,

the principal outlet of tho main spriug, is aboHt 350 feet to the northwest; the cliff at this point being 10 feet above the river, and the stream
~merging 4 feet bclo"v its upper surface. It is nearly 2 feet wide, 4 inches
deep, with a very rapid flow, passing a large volume of water.
..
The depositions for 50 feet are the white and streaky films of sulphur-one end apparently fastening itself to the bottom, while the
otl~er seems to waver to and fro in the passing current. Beyond that,
where the flow is slower, in ·a pool by the river bank, as at No. 9, the
greenish, with some pink tints, prevail in the mud beneath the water.
At the edge of the cliff the temperature of the air (shade) being 52°
F., that of the river was found to be 127° F. (52°.8 0.). .A. half
gallon of the water at this point was obtained for analysis Dy Dr.
Charles Smart, U.S. A.
Not far distant and south from No. 10 (see Fig. 4) are a number of
small holes designated as
No. 10~,

all of whi<~h are of a low temperature, and are apparently part of the
outflow of some water of the main spring.
No. 11.

On the soutltem slope of the mound, nearly south from No. 1 and distant some 200 feet, is an opening giving forth a strong current. It is
apparently a vent for the escape of some of the waters of No. 1. (See
Fig. 4.)
Jts temperature, Novem"ber 30, 4.30 p. 111., air being 31° F. (sun below
horizon), was found to be 137° F. (58°.3 C.); no variation was found in
this during several visits, save a single decrease (in the morning), not
e xceeding ~o F.

:Fro. 12.-Longitudiual section along cl1annel of outlet of Spring 12, showing mamrnillal'y depositions along the bed of the outlet.

A half gallon of this water was secured for analysis 9y Dr. Smart,
U.S.A.
No. 12
,
is situated about 50 feet east from No. 11 (see Fig. 4), its overflow being in a westerly direction, meeting the waters of Nos. 11, 13, 14, and
15. A longitudinal section, Fig. 12, shows the mammillary form of the
depositions along its bed. At 4.30 p. m., the air being 31° F. (sun below
the horizon), the temperature of this spring was found to be 102° F.
(38°.9 0.).

P.\00, '.\. , P lX ', ', C LORAI> .

...... . 13
o. 11, .·ituatell ahont JO £ e to it.· w .t i ui
fr m a 1101 , :., f
in <liameter. (Fi ·. 4.) It.· onttlow i. · a rapi!l tm1 ·u .
6 in ·li ,., wide 1J · J de p, it· wat rn mincrlirw with tho: of -To.. 11, 1 l
1~.

\.t 10.1.3 a. m .. th temp raturc of the air in the ~nm lJ inrr J.jo }. ,nl
.·Jiad 340 F. that of it wat r. wa. 137° F. {:':>< 0 ·.:3 '.).
A half gaJlon of Iii~ ·w ater wa. i-;ecmed for arntlyHi:-i hy Dr. , n·

r .. A.

..1.

o. 14

iH an ope11ing 1 foot i-;qnare, :u1d alJout 15 feet w st of :Xo. 1:3.
.Fig. 4.) ItH wn.ter, " 'ith a rapid cmrent, flows ·outl1east, me >tin<r tlm
of Xo. 13 at a <li:-itance of about 12 feet from the opening·. It. temprratur:., taken at thr :-;ame time ai:; that of ~o. 13, wa.~ Bi:5° F. (,3,o.~ .).
No.15.
T11is opening·, about 5 feet distant from :No. 14, is of the. ame . ize.
character, and temperature-its ~urrent, at a 8llort distauce, unitin ~
with that of the former.
Along the b <ls of the tlH'ee last mentioned, for a <.fo.;tance of 25 feet ar
,"'CU the u ual depo ·its of stringy films of matter of a whitish hue approaching a lemon ·olor; beyond tl1at appears the browni h red already
1· fened to.

1"1r:. l!l.-L011~it11rlinal ,wr·1irm nlo11g tllr _joint cl1mrn r l of' ontkbi of' S1n·i11izs 11,
J:l, all(l J:l, ,;liowi11 g fon11atio11 m11l growth of' stnlngmit<'li.

'l'he nnion of tbe wateri-; of No . . 11, 12, 18, 14, and 15, i-;preadi1w o,· r
a i-,li 0 ·1Jt <lepr :,.; ·ion, form,' the swa1np already ment1one<l as exi. 'ting in
t11e ,·onth 1·n portion of tlw knoll. Alon°· tbe comse of th fr united c·urr nt can be b i-;t ob.· rvecl the variom; stages culmjnating in the formation of ,-talagmit s in tlie water (F1g. 13). A , ection already gfr n
(Fig. 12) indicate.· the mammillary depos1ts in the bed of To. 11. ,Yith
a 1 ,· rapid fl w and the acces ·fon of other water, , the ·ummit., of the
protnb ranee rec fre hairy-like accretion,, taking the form .·hown at a.
fiO', 13. Th pro · . , of building continueR, re:mlting in the tiny lm
·ompl te .'talacrmite, b, Fig. 13. The portion at the mface of th water
r iving alcareou. matter, harden.' on contact with the atmo phere, ·
tha a thin plate or hell i. ob. rve<l upon the watery surface held and
upport cl by a pillar of ,,ofter matter. l\Iany of the e pecim n, 1n u an unu.·ually odd appearance.
Th ba king f the wat r by th ,' (lges an<l rn. lie. interrupting- i
flow in r a.
tb d po it of mineral constituent.,, incrn. ting th Ye;.; •
tabl ma t r Y r. ~wh r , an<l tl1
xt nsion of the. olid plain owr tlii
ar a i.· in rapid prooT .. .
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~o. 16 ·

in<l.icates on Fifi', No. 4, a , eries of holes 110 feet west of No. 15, on
the southwester; slope of tlle great calcareous knoll, where the depositions possess the yellowish-white aud red hues already described.
At 10.15 a. m., December 5, the temperature of the air (shade) being
33° F ., that of the different openings varied from 107° F. (41 ° .7 C.) to
112° F. (440.4 0.).
No.17,
located 3G0 feet south 50° west from No. 1G (see Fig. 4), is a large
spring issuing from an opening 5 feet square whose waters pass o-f!.' ~n a
stream 6 inches wide and 5 deep ,Yith a rapid current; the depositions
grayish-white with a
pink tinge. With
lengthened flow its
-waters pass through
a he<l. whose section
is shown in Fig. 14,
the deposits along it
being Yery abundant, a Fig. 14. At 1~m. 14-.-Secticn of Channel Spring No. 17, sl1owin.; dc]1m:1ition, &c.
sm~eral points deep
.
enough for a natural bathing place, it was in former time$ a farnrite
resort and.frequently utilized by visiting Indians. Its outflow is 0Yer
the surface of the plains, where its waters gradually disappear.
December 2, at 10.45 a. m., the temperature of the air, no-shade available, being in the sun 52° F., that of this spring was 110 F. (43°.3 O.)~
A half gallon of its water was obtained for analysis by Dr. Smart, U.S. A.
No.18.
In an examination of the swamp in August, 1877, tliis spring was discovered, which, owing to its situation, cannot be seen from dry ground
on the east or the hardened plain on the west, being hidden by the Yegetation of the marsh. It is situated south 10° west and 300 feet distant
from No. 13. (See Fig. 4.)
From a circular opening a foot in diameter the "'ater issues with considerable force, its current being rapid among the masses of sedges and.
reeds, 8 inches in width with a depth of 6. This spring undoubtedly
Yaries in its constituency, in some degree, from those ah·eady described.
At the outset, its bed is lined with a deposition of coal-black matter
possessing the consistency of a mass of liver. This continues for 120 feet
when the ordinary elements of the springs appear, and its bed changes
in color from a black to the usual whitish line of the sulphur and the
accompanying pink. This black deposit attracts myriads of insects
(Dipterci),* which flock here regardless of the season. Alighting upon
this deposit or resting upon the water, they seem to feast upon it, returning when disturbed. A few varieties of spiders (Arachnida) were also
noticed, on similar occupation intent. Below the regiou, of this glossy
black deposit, nor elsewhere, did insect life at the time obtain (Decem,. Specimens for identification were sent to Dr. H. Hagen, in charge of the Museum
of Comparative Zoology, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass., who has informed
m e that "the flies belong to the (}_neer genns Ephyclrina, of which some of the larva>
prefer to live in salt water antl some in warm; E. gravilis bthabWng the Great Salt •
Lake."
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b r 1 ·, ,') x<.: ptiuo· only a 0 Ta · hopper or two auont an op •ui11 " 11 •
th• main ,priu 0 ·•
Tb •our · of the outlet i nearly south, the area ueing .-wamp,r., nl
hnt little f the water finding it8 way ~o the river direct.
,Yitlt tll air 4 ° F. in the sun (no shade being convenient) th t 111 •
p ratur of th.is priu&·.wa 99° F. (37° . _2 O.)-the lo~e t of th I
, rie. •.
half gallon ot 1t. · water was obtamed for analy ' L by Dr. i 'm 1 •
..... ' . . ,:\.

Xo.

rn

·io·nates an openiug a.b out ~0 feet west of the former (see Fig. 4) ,y.
iclently au outlet for a little water of the same general current, tlle1
being but little oYcrflow.

{1

The black deposit and the same. temperature prevail, and similar int her al o abound. Near this were found lovely specimens of mo ~
pr trnding from the watery earth, their ends white-tipped "ith ulphm
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from the byllrogen snlpldde, beautifully contrasting with the bright

green of the branchlets. To very many of these were fastened the tiny
c hry salides of some insects, left most convenient to the spring and its
warmth. This is the most southern and last of the group of hot springs.
Along the western edge of the plain, beyond No. 17, may be obtaiiled
handsome specimens of the calcareous rock, showing incrusted twigs,
l e aves, and various other vegetable matter; here, too, under the overhanging ledges, may be found lovely and delicate stalactites, perfect cora lline in appearance.
The different bot springs and openings are now the daily resort of citizens using the bat,h s for sanatory purposes in the various kinds of rheuma tism, syphilitic affection8 in both primary stages and the constitutional
8ymptoms, &c., for all of ·wliich it is said to be a panacea.
THE COLD SPRINGS.

Between half and three-fourths of a mile distant, and almost due south
from the main spring, on the opposite bank of the river (see Fig. 1), is.
the group of cold springs, clustering in their iRolation from the otherR ..
The bench, almost level, on w bich they
/
---------lie is about 50 feet distant from the
\
N
river, which bends at this point 20
feet above the water's surface and 6 (
feet higher than the general elevation
, . ,,->
\
n_ear by, wl~ich is sloping towards the
riv er (see Fig. 15). They are gTouped - ---- -' --·\1_ ) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
compactly, forming a little plain or
mound of their own of a llardened
rock, similar t.o the great one above,
hut on a smaller scale, just as the
springs themselves have a lower t emperature and lesser mineral constituency. None of this group possesses F r<:. lG.--Ontline sk etch of Spri11 g: 20. Fig. 1->-.
much force arnl while al ways OI)en Dott<"Cl circle r epi-ese'u ts ar ea fre e .f rom ice ..
fl
D ecemller 1 1878.
.
'
' h
l l nrmg the summer, as no over ow.
'
~ o outlet is anywhere visible, and the uprising water is soon absorbe<l
b y percolation throngh the surroundillg rock, which has t}rn general
<lnll gray of the plain to the north.
No. 20,
the most northern of tlte group, about 12 feet iu diameter, was coYered
with ice save an opening 1
N
foot iu diameter in the centre.
:
1
(See Fig. IG.)
Decemberl,12.30p.m.,the -- - - - -~- --/~_
t emperature of the air (sun)
..,
,
- - -11r, _
Oeing~ 58° F., tha,t of this
f ·/
· --spring was 46° F. (70.8 C.);
/
A ugust, '77, its temperature
'
0
F' in. 11. -on t1·m fl s 1rntr 1I or ",-,pnng
· 21. F ig.
· 15. D ot t e1l 1·irrl 0
w as 7u .5
• F.
• .
A half gallon of tl11R water
represents aren, free from ire. D p,cembcr 1, 1878.
waH S< c ff('(.l for analysis by Dr. Smart, U. S. A .

0

..i..

o. 21

is t he warmest a11d tlte wi<ldle Rpring of the group, being 18 feet distan t from i::ro. ~O. Of an irregnlar shape, it is 17 feet in length arnl 7 in

...,
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· ntral part (fi 0 -. .15 and 17). It· ·mfac wa.· al:ofr z
t qual' in the middle. Taken at the . ame tim , th
1> •ratm of thi · pl'ing wa 52° F. (11°.1 C.).
In tl1 xamination of the e prings in Augu -t, 1 77, th temr C'rato
w r naturally omewhat higher. No memoranda taken at that ir
b ing at pre nt acce , ible, and noting from memory only, tlte t mp
ur of thi pring wa then about 70° F.
half gallon of the water of this spring wa. · , ecured for analy. -i.
Dr. mart . . A.
No. 22,

wid ll

11

al' tlJ

. • , •pt f r 4 f

th mo. ·t. onthern of the group, is 50 feet distaut from o. 21 (Fi 0 ·• Jj ,
and rudely elliptical or pear shaped, its diameters being 20 and 14 fe .
(See Fig. 18.) A light covering of ice about half au inch in thickn
was on it surface, except for 4 feet square.
The temperature taken at the same time as the preceding one. w,
470 F. (80.3 C.); in Augm;t, 1877, it was 73° F.
half gallon of this water wa~ also obtained for analysis by Dr. Smart.
.A.
N
At none of tliis group i.· th·
odor as strong as at the hot
ones above or the cold on .
below. It may therefore be
inferred that they contain in
solution a smaller quantity of
the hydrogen sulphide.
THE OJO FRIO SPRING'

are a number tbat ari. e in the
stream itself and on the bank.
~ ~\ of Ojo :Frio Creek, being all
'Ill. ~ cold, or not exceeding ' tern~ j perate" (60° F.), as the nam
~' of the creek implies. The two
, s examined are adjacent to allfl
.F w. J ·.-Out lino Ilk ~ch o(' Spri_ug: 22, Fig-. Hi. Dotterl circle on the opposite side of the roacl
l'l!l)l'l'l:ICUt area iroe from we 011 Deceml.Jor ~· 1878.
cros ing and are slightly lll(H •
than a mile by tbe wagon road from the main hot pring.
No. 23
i ' about 45 feet auove the road crossing, a11d in the Yery bed of th
cl'eel~ it_ lf, who~ e waters it di1-,colors. (See Fig. 1.)
Thi 1 one of the stronge t tasting springs in the vicinity, du
cour e to it hydrogen sulphide. Its outlet is 5 inches wide by 2 d •·
' !l intermix~110' :With the water of the creek, the deposition , grayi. wlnt , harclenrng mto a nbstantial rock.
OY mb r 30, 11.30 a. m., the temperature of the air, hade bein n
40° F., in th , nn 53° F., that of thi · spring was 4!)0 F. (!Jo. 4 0.).

o. 24
,•oath m id· of the creek and not far <li ·tant-upon the 1.,,
11 formin bottom-land between the creek and the riv r. ( ·
It upri:ing form.· .a pool 15 feet iu length, 8 in width and 3
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depth. Depositions of , oft pulpy matter, black . and white sulphur
JD.tul arnl incrustations upon the sedges and various grasses in the
s ~ampy area formed, are all abundant. Its temperature taken with the
air as above, was 440 F. (6°. 7 C.).
A half gallon of its water was obtained for analysis by Dr. Smart, U.
S.A.
·
Another spring of feeble force may be observed by the wayside not
many yards east of No. 23; others are adjacent to the creek some miles
farther np its course; one or more may be seen in the great level valley
between this stream and the San Juan, a few miles above Pagosa, and
still another, several miles west of the river, along the road to Animas
City.

jn

CA}'I:P LEWIS.

The new cantonment ,vas so named in llon01· of Lieut. Col. Lewis,
~ineteenth Infantry, kiIJed in action during the raid of the Cheyenne
Inuiaus the past summer.
.
At the time of the examination of the springs, two companies of troops
were- encamped at Pagosa: I, Fifteenth Infantry, Lieutenant Cornish
c::>mmanding, upon the east side of the river, and D, Ninth Cavalry,
Lieutenant Guilfoyle commanding, upon the-opposite bank-the position
of their tents, &c., being indicated in Fig. 1.
The buildings of the new cantonment were being rapidly erected under
the able superintendence of Capt. W. T. Hartz, Fifteenth Infantry, then
commandfag officer of the post the location (see Fig. 1) being· a bench
upon the right l>ank of the San'Juan,. some 20 feet al>ove the bed of the
river .
.Altl10ngh the area is contracted, the site chosen is admirably adapted
for the purpose of a winter camp. Very convenient to water, not far
distant from the hot springs, and commanding a good view, its location
is warmer than any other; a line of low hills on its. immediate north proYides shelter from cold winds descending from the high mountains of the
Pagosa Range; its being open to the south. gives it an all-day sun.
The buildings being erected agreeably to plans and s:recifications prepared at Fort Garland, are as follows:
·
Ten for enlisted men,
Two for company kitchens,
li'ive for officers' quarter1-,,
]four for storehouses,
One for officers,
One for guard-house,
One for hospital;
each to be 22 feet by 14 feet by G feet high; all inside dimensions in the
clear. The materials, logs, well thinked, with a roof of shiugles.
In addition thereto are to be built i-itables and corral, post bakery,
laun<lresse1-,' quarters. '1 he sketch (Fig. 2) shows the condition of the.
building·s, December 1, the result of but three weeks' work-ten days
later all of the line of men's quarters being under roof. The order of
their erection decided upon by the commanding officer was:
1st. Soldier8' quarters;
2d. Stables and corral;
3d. Officers' quarters;
primarily insming comfort for nwn and anirn als.
Each of the ten bnildi.ng8 for troop8 is calculated for .ten men, having
a door with a four-light •ai-,h opening on the parade, opposite which is
an ope1~-Ht?ne .~re-p~ace and at either end an opening 24 l.ly 18 inches
8. I;,x. (w--.~
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l , d with tll .· lid ·hutter. Similal' to the ordinary gua,l'(l-hou. bun
t both nd · of the room, about 15 inches above the pin flo riurr ·
rai. d platform int nd d fol' firn men; it width 6 feet; it · l •n°·tlt
width of the ·abin, 14 feet.
<
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Fig. 19.
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Fig. 20.
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Fig. 21.

Fig. 22.

SOLDIERS' QUARTERS
AT TUE

NEW CANTONMENT,

Camp Lewis, Pagosa, Col.
F'ig. LO.-Plnn of building; cnpacily LO men.
" 20.-Scction nnd elevation 011 .:i r., Fig. l9.
" ~1.-Ji'ront clovation , ( facing parade.)
" 2~.-Siclc clc vntion.
~, 23.-.Ucnr cic vu.tion.
D hlntcri nl of woorl, {rin e.)
~
" sto11e.

Fiii. 23.

Figure 19, 20, 21, 22, and 23 how the above in ground plan, with
ection an l interior elevation, and front, side, and rear elevation',
Kitchen · and torehou es will be similarly built, being light d ab
by the a h of the door; each set of officers' quarters, the guard-horu
an l ho ·pital will be divided into two rooms, the side having each a
four-light a h, the door being solid, with a sash upon either ide; tl.t
offi · building will be partitioned into a hall and two room , light
'imilarl to the abov .
Th, o- neral plan and arrangement of the various buiJding i ho
in Fio-. 1, b iug arranged upon three sides of a rectangle, the open u
ur n th we ·t, th pal'ade being 70 yards wide.
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During the past season a government road across the range from
Alamosa, the terminus of the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad, to Pagosa
was commenced by First Lieut. E. H. Ruffner, United States Engineers,
chief engineer of the department, and the major part, including all of
the eastern side in the Alamosa Canon, the summit, and the most difficult portion of the western slope, completed. This route is by far the
most direct line from the east to the springs, making it less than 90
miles distant from Alamosa.
The survey of the military reservation, a square of six miles, was ·
made during the present month by Lieutenant Ruffner, chief engineer
of the department.
In the event of the continued military occupation of Pagosa and the
erection of permanent buildings therefor, the preferable location of the
post would be in the spacious valley on the left bank of the San Juan,
already described, lying above and to the east of the spri~gs.
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